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Ulysses electron distributions

fitted with Kappa

functions
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In section 1 we present the observations,our fitting
Abstract. We fit Kappa functionsto 16,000velocity
distributionfunctionsmeasuredin the solar wind by processand the resultsof our statistical data analysis.
the electronplasmainstrumenton board Ulysses.Sta- This analysis reveals a global anticorrelation between
tistically, the electron distributions are observedto have the solar wind bulk speedV and the parameter • of the
important high velocity tails in the fast solar wind but fitted functions f•, which quantifiesthe importance of
are closer to a MaxwellJan in the slow wind. We also the high velocity tails in the observedelectron distribudiscusshow this result could support a recent kinetic tions.
In section 2, we discusshow this anticorrelation could
model of the solar wind proposedby Maksimovic,Piersupport
a recent kinetic model of the solar wind prorard and Lemaire[1997].
posedby Maksimovic,Pierrard and Lemaire[1997].
Introduction

1. Data analysis

Up to now, the most often used model of the so-

Ulysses electron distributions

lar windelectron
velocitydistribution
functions
(VDFs)
has been made of the sum of two Maxwellians:

We

a core of

"cold"electronsand a halo of "hot" ones[Feldmanet
al., 1975].However,Lorentzianor KappaVDFs require
onefewerparameterthan the core/halomodel[Vasyliunas, 1968],and there are moreoversomepossible,althoughlimited, physicalinterpretationsof the generation of Kappa VDFs [Hasegawaet al., 1985; Christon
et al., 1991;Collier, 1993].

use VDFs

obtained

with

the

solar

wind

elec-

tron plasma instrument on board the Ulysses space-

craft [Bame et al., 1992]. This instrument measures
three dimensionalelectron velocity distributions. Electrons with central energiesin the range 0.86 to 814 eV
are detected in many directions which cover the unit
spherecomprehensively.We then averagethe observed
3-D electron

VDFs

over all directions.

Our data set contains 15,887 electron VDF spectra

In the present paper, we fit electron VDFs observed
in the solar wind with Kappa functions f•, defined in obtainedduringfour periods(Table 1) whichprovidea
goodcoverageof the largerangeof V, from • 300 km/s
3 dimensions,by:

near the eclipticto m 800 km/s at high latitudes.

1'(*)-

The fitting process

n• F(t•+l)
(1+ •J2)
-(•+1)
(1)

We fit our spectra with 3-D Kappa functions. We

wherer(z) is the Gammafunctionand vs is an equiv- first set n• - nc + •,h and T• - Te tot' •,c and •,h
alent thermal speed, related to the equivalent temper- are respectively the core and halo densities obtained

from a fitting with two Maxwellians and Te tot is the
total electrontemperature obtained by integrating the
presentattempt is not the first one to use Kappa funcobservedelectron distributionsover the whole velocity
tions to fit solar wind particle VDFs. VDFs of the solar
range. The fitting with Kappa functions minimizes a
wind protons, helium, oxygen and neon can be fitted

atureT• - rn(v2)/3k
byv• -' ((2•-a)}z•)•/2.The

quite well with Kappa functions[Bosquedet al., 1977;
Ogilvie et al., 1980;Collier et al., 1996].

X2 meritfunctionwith a singlefreeparameter:•.

Becausethe aim of our fitting is to accuratelycharacterize the importance of the tails of the VDFs, we

compute
X2 in a log(f(v))space:
in normalf(v) space,
•Observatoirede Paris,D6paxtementde Recherche
Spatiale,

the absolutephasespacedensitiesof the tails of the ob-
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Table 1. The observationstime periods
time interval

Mexico, USA
11
01
03
05
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17,
15,
15,
30,

90
91
91
95

to
to
to
to

11
02
04
06

26,
15,
15,
08,

distance range
in AU

90
91
91
95

latitude range

1.15 to 1.22
1.74 to 2.08
2.39 to 2.72

in ecliptic
in ecliptic
in ecliptic

1.60 to 1.66

60.3 ø to 64.9 ø
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served distributions are too low as compared to that of
the thermal part of the distributions.
Figure 1 showsfour typical UlysseselectronVDFs to-

000

gerberwith both the classicalcore/haloand the Kappa

800

DISTRIBUTIONS

fits: the Kappa functions fit much better the high velocity tails than do the sumsof Maxwelllans.
The

600

results

For each of our spectra, the solar wind bulk speedis

plottedas a functionof the fitted parameter• (Figure
2). Two distinct populationsappear on this scatter

400

plot. This is becausethe solar wind is essentiallya twostate phenomenon'the high speedstreams,emanating
200
2
3
4
5
6
7
from coronal holes, are associatedwith lower g values
parameter
g
and the low speedstreams, emanating from equatorial
regions, are associatedwith higher and more scattered
valuesof g. In order to quantify this result, we split our Figure 2. For each spectrum, the solar wind bulk
data set' eventswith V < 550 km/s and eventswith speed V is plotted as a function of the fitted parameter •. There are two distinct populations: high speed
V > 550 km/s. For eachof thesetwo populationswe solar wind streamswith lower valuesof • and low speed
computethe medianvalue(g) of the fitted parameterg streamswith larger values of •. Continuouslines: the
andthat of the variances
of thefits (o'i,,) (Table2). (t•) expansionbulk speedat 1 AU from the MPL model, as
is definitively smallerfor the fast solarwind population, a function of the parameter • for the electrons and for
whose VDFs thus contain more important tails.
three valuesof the initial coronaltemperatureT©. The
MPL bulk speedincreaseswith decreasing•.
i

-241.

i
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'•,
•
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There is another simple way to provide evidence of
high velocity tails in the observedVDFs. This is to

•;=1.93+0.05

-3o
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calculate
a "widthfactor"•, definedas• - v4/(v2)2,

"ø<>i

where:

no=1.32, nh=0.08
T,=0.69, T•=5.76

V=404.1

km/s

T.=0.99 105K
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am=0.10
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For a MaxwellJan•e-- 5/3 and for a Kappa function
5 •-3/2

no=2.32, nh=0.18

'•

-28

---•a•.•_

-3o

To=
1.37,Th=7.88

f = 3•-5/2' Themore
important
thehighvelocity
tails

T.=1.75105K

of a given VDF are, the smaller is • and the larger is
the value of f. One can thus quantify the importance
of the suprathermal tails, without any fitting, by only

V=399.5 km/s

'•'•'-C•._

(2)

•:=3.20+0.09

I "" am=0'09

calculatingf from (2) and the observedVDFs. The

-32

'--•m•x•
-26

•

n,=4.81,
ha=0.06

'•

-28

median value of f is 3.82 for the high speedstreamsand
only 2.82 for the low speed ones. This is in agreement
with the global anticorrelation shownin Figure 2. We
can thus definitively reachthe followingconclusion'the
electron VDFs have well defined high velocity tails in

To=I.80, Th=10.0
V=396.0 km/s

v•.,

T•=1.82105K
•:=4.02ñ0.11

•-•..

-3o

the fast solar wind

-32

and are closer to a Maxwelllan

in

the slow solar wind.
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Figure 1. Four typical Ulysseselectron distributions. Table 2. Summary of the statistical analysis
The diamonds representaveragesof the observedelecv > 550 kin/s
v < 550 kin/s
tron distributions over all spatial angles,the full lines
the classicalcore/halo fits and the dotted lines the
number of events
3,494
12,393

Kappa fits. Core/halo densities(no and nh) are in
cm-3 and the core/halotemperatures
in unitsof 105
K. The Kappa fitting is processedwith •
and Tn - T• ,o,-

- •c + •h

(•:)
(rr.rit)

1.90 4-0.08
0.16
3.8

2.71 4-0.56
0.11
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2. Discussion

from our Kappa fittings. Therefore, the present study
provides some support to the MPL model. Nevertheless,
there is an important property of the model, which
Scudder[1992a,b]proposeda newmechanism
to explain the high coronal temperature. This mechanism, is a consequenceof Liouville's theorem: if the VDF is
"the velocity filtration effect", is based on the assump- a Kappa function f• in the corona, it remains a Kappa
function with the same value of • at any heliocentric
tion that the VDFs of the ions and the electrons in the
chromosphere, and therefore in the corona, are non- distance. This property should be only true if there are
Maxwellians, for instance Kappa functions. Follow- not too many collisisonsin the medium.
To test for collisionaleffects,we will now quantify the
ing Scudder'swork, Maksimovic,Pierpardand Lemaire

[1997](MPL) proposeda newkineticmodelof the so-

role of Coulomb
VDFs.

collisions

on the solar wind

We define the Knudsen

number

Kn

electron

as the ratio

lar wind based on Kappa VDFs for the electrons and
protonsescapingfrom the corona. We will now discuss .Xe/H, where Xe is the Spitzer's[1962]900 cumulative
how the observedglobal anticorrelationbetween V and deflection Coulomb mean free path for electronsscattering offsolarwind ionsand otherelectrons,and H - R/2
• can support the MPL model.
is the scaleheight correspondingto inversesquaredenA kinetic model of the solar wind with Kappa
sity radial variation. Sincethe value of X• calculated for
distributions
in the corona
electron Kappa VDFs doesnot significantlydepend on

The MPL model is basedon the kinetic/exospheric
approach of the solar wind by Lemaire and Scherer

[1971a,b]for Maxwelliandistributionsin the corona.In
this approach,two distinct regionsare considered:first
a collision-dominated barosphere where the particles

the valueof • [Pierpard,1997],it is not unreasonable
to
take for X• the expressioncalculated for a MaxwellJan:

•(m) - 9.25 107Te:•(K)/,•(m-3), with Te = Tetot
and ne - nc -t- •,h. A value Of Kn < 1 characterizes a
solar wind

in which

the Coulomb

interactions

are im-

portant in determining the transport properties of the
are assumedto be in hydrostatic/hydrodynamic
equilibplasma. On Figure 3, the Kn of each spectrum is plotrium, and second, a colllsionlessexosphere. The baro- ted as a function of the fitted •. The median value of
sphere and the exosphereare separated by an exobase
where the Coulomb mean free path equals the local Kn is (Kn) - 7.33 >> 1: this confirmsthat Coulomb
collisionscan be neglected,to a first approximation, in
densityscaleheight(seeFigure1 and Table 1 in MPL
the MPL model. In Figure 3, the scatter plot does not
[1997]).Startingat the exobase
with a givenVDF, the
distribution function can be determined at any radial showany clear correlationbetweenKn and •. To quantify this lack of correlation, we divide our data set into
location in the exosphereby using Liouville's theorem.
Various moments, such as the flux of particles and their two classes:eventswith Kn larger than (Kn) of the
pressuresor temperatures,can then be calculated ana- wholedata set (classI), andeventswith Kn lowerthan
we compute
lytically by integrating the exospheredistribution func- (Kn) (classII). For eachof the two classes

the medianvaluesof the fitted index •: (•) = 2.7 for
class
I and (•) = 2.3 for classII. The mediansof • are
Using Kappa distribution functionsfor the particles

tion.

at the exobase,the main result obtained with the MPL
model is the fact that the high speedsolar wind streams
can be explained if the electron VDFs at the base of
thesestreamshave important high velocity tails, a sug-

nearly equal for the two classesand thus, there is no
clear observational evidence that the fitted parameter
• is related

to some Coulomb

collisional

effects.

How-

gestionpreviouslymadeby Fairfieldand Scudder[1985]
and Scudder[1992b].To illustratethis, we plot in Figure 2 the bulk speedV at 1 AU obtained with the MPL
model as a function of the parameter • for the electrons and for three values of the initial coronal temper-

1000.0

ature T© at the exobase. The model predicts that V •
increaseswith decreasing•. This is explained by the
fact that, for a givenvalueof T©, as in planetary atmo- •
spheres[Jeans,1923;Brandt and Chamberlain,1960],
whenthe width of the VDF increases
in the corona(i.e
when• decreases),
the numberof particleswith a veloc- •
ity larger than the local escapingvelocity alsoincreases,
and so does V. High speedsolar wind streamscan thus
be explainedby the MPL model without any additional
heating energy sourcein the corona.
Can we compare the MPL
servations

•oo.o
lO.O

1.o

o.1

model with the ob-

?

Figure 3. The Knudsennumber Kn of eachindividual
spectrum as a function of the fitted •. The dashed line

In Figure2, the threeV(•½)curves,derivedfrom the represents
the median(Kn). Thereis no clearcorrelaMPL model, fit rather well the scatter plot resulting

tion between

• and Kn.
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ever, a more comprehensiveobservationalprocedureis
needed to provide better support to this statement. In
addition, this statement should also be confirmed theoretically, with a model taking into accountthe effectof,
even rare, collisionsbetween particles in the solar wind.
Anyway, if the collisionsplayed any role in the solar
wind transport, it shouldbe, in principle,by driving the
electronVDFs closerto Maxwellians,i.e., by increasing
• between the corona and the interplanetary medium.
In the present analysis, most electron VDFs are fitted
with valuesof • lower than five; this is in disagreement

Brandt, J.C. and J.W. Chamberlain, Density of neutral gas
in a planetary exosphere, Phltz. Fluidz, 3, 485, 1960.
Christon, S.P. et al., Spectral characteristicsof plasma sheet
ion and electron populations during disturbed geomagnetic conditions, J. Geophltz. Rez., 96, 1-22, 1991.
Fairfield, D.H. and J.D. Scudder, Polar rain: solar coronal
electronsin the Earth's magnetosphere,J. Geophltz.Rez.,

with a recentstudyby Ko et al. [1996]who find that

Hasegawa,A. et al., Plasma distribution function in a su-

the electron VDFs

in the lower corona can be modelized

by Kappa functions, but only with values of • greater

90, 4055-4068, 1985.

Feldman, W.C. et al., Solar wind electrons, J. Geophltz.
Rez., 80, 4181-4196, 1975.
Gloeckler, G. et al., The solar wind ion composition spectrometer, Aztron. Aztrophltz. Suppl. Set., 9•, 267-289,
1992.

perthermal radiation field, Phltz. Rev. Left., 5J, 25082610, 1985.

than five.

Jeans, J.H., The dynamical theory of gases, Cambridge

3. Conclusion

Univ. Press, New York, 1923.
Ko, Y.-K., et al., Limitation on suprathermal tails of electrons in the lower corona, Geophltz. Rez. Lett., •3, 27852788, 1996.

We have analyzed velocity distribution functionsobserved on board Ulysses, by fitting them with Kappa
functions.

Our main result is that

the electron distri-

Lemaire, J. and M. Scherer, Simple model for an ionexospherein an open magnetic field, Phltz. Fluidz, 14,
1683-1694, 1971a.

Lemaire, J. and M. Scherer, Kinetic models of the solar
butionscontainimportant high velocitytails in the fast
wind, J. Geophltz.Rez., 76, 7479-7490, 1971b.
solar wind, while they are closerto a MaxwellJanin the Maksimovic, M., V. Pierrard and J. Lemaire, A kinetic
model of the solar wind with Kappa distribution function
slowsolar wind. If we now assume,first, that the partiin the corona, Aztron. Aztrophltz., in press, 1997.
cle velocitydistributionsin the coronacan be modeli•.ed
with a Kappa function, and second,that collisionalef- Ogilvie, K.W. et al., Observations of the velocity distribution of solar wind ions, J. Geophltz. Rez., 85, 6069-6074,

fects do not basically modify the VDFs during their
transport in the interplanetary medium, then our statistical analysis can support the kinetic model of the
solar wind proposedrecently by Maksimovic,Pierrard

and Lemaire[1997].
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